. . ). Then there exist positive constants (c, d), 0 < d < 1, 0 < c < d, such that to every~satisfying xj -aj crj there corresponds one and only one solution of (2) in the region defined by I yj -b < dry. Furthermore, the solution n (xi, x2, . . .) so determined is C, for all~s atisfying Xj -aj | cri.
The problem of obtaining continuation properties for the solution ?1 () is not developed in the present paper because the form of the hypotheses used here does not readily lend itself to this generalization. 3 These PROCEEDINGS, 1, 350 (1915) . 4 Atti dei IV Congresso Internazionale dei Mathematici, 2, 98 (Roma, (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) Aprile, 1908 In this race the whole morphological organization of the seedling has apparently been changed. The new race is also characterized by a high degree of variability.
